EXHIBIT 11

STATE OF WASHINGTON

DEPARTMENT OF ECOLOGY
Southwest Region Office
PO Box 47775, Olympia, WA 98504-7775 • 360-407-6300

May 13, 2022

Ben Braudrick, Associate Planner
City of Port Angeles
321 E. 5th Street
Port Angeles, WA 98362
Dear Ben Braudrick:
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the optional determination of nonsignificance for
the Reserve at Valley Creek Phase 2 and 3 Project (PZ 22-22, PZ 22-23) as proposed by Sage Port Angeles, LLC. The Department of Ecology (Ecology) reviewed the environmental checklist
and has the following comment(s):
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT: Derek Rockett (360) 995-3176
All grading and filling of land must utilize only clean fill. All other materials may be
considered solid waste and permit approval may be required from your local jurisdictional
health department prior to filling. All removed debris resulting from this project must be
disposed of at an approved site. Contact the local jurisdictional health department for proper
management of these materials.
TOXICS CLEANUP: Tim Mullin (360) 999-9589
There are no cleanup sites identified at or adjacent to the proposed project area. Should any
contamination be encountered, please report it to meet WAC 173-340-300 by completing an
ERTS form. https://ecology.wa.gov/Footer/Report-an-environmental-issue/statewide-issuereporting-form
Please direct any questions to Tim Mullin at 360-999-9589 or tim.mullin@ecy.wa.gov.
WATER QUALITY/WATERSHED RESOURCES UNIT:
Evan Wood (360) 407-7320
Erosion control measures must be in place prior to any clearing, grading, or construction.
These control measures must be effective to prevent stormwater runoff from carrying soil
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and other pollutants into surface water or stormdrains that lead to waters of the state. Sand,
silt, clay particles, and soil will damage aquatic habitat and are considered to be pollutants.
Any discharge of sediment-laden runoff or other pollutants to waters of the state is in
violation of Chapter 90.48 RCW, Water Pollution Control, and WAC 173-201A, Water
Quality Standards for Surface Waters of the State of Washington, and is subject to
enforcement action.
Construction Stormwater General Permit:
The following construction activities require coverage under the Construction Stormwater
General Permit:
1. Clearing, grading and/or excavation that results in the disturbance of one or more
acres and discharges stormwater to surface waters of the State; and
2. Clearing, grading and/or excavation on sites smaller than one acre that are part of a
larger common plan of development or sale, if the common plan of development or
sale will ultimately disturb one acre or more and discharge stormwater to surface
waters of the State.
a) This includes forest practices (including, but not limited to, class IV conversions)
that are part of a construction activity that will result in the disturbance of one or
more acres, and discharge to surface waters of the State; and
3. Any size construction activity discharging stormwater to waters of the State that
Ecology:
a) Determines to be a significant contributor of pollutants to waters of the State of
Washington.
b) Reasonably expects to cause a violation of any water quality standard.
If there are known soil/ground water contaminants present on-site, additional information
(including, but not limited to: temporary erosion and sediment control plans; stormwater
pollution prevention plan; list of known contaminants with concentrations and depths found;
a site map depicting the sample location(s); and additional studies/reports regarding
contaminant(s)) will be required to be submitted. For additional information on contaminated
construction sites, please contact Carol Serdar at Carol.Serdar@ecy.wa.gov, or by phone at
(360) 742-9751.
Additionally, sites that discharge to segments of waterbodies listed as impaired by the State
of Washington under Section 303(d) of the Clean Water Act for turbidity, fine sediment, high
pH, or phosphorous, or to waterbodies covered by a TMDL may need to meet additional
sampling and record keeping requirements. See condition S8 of the Construction Stormwater
General Permit for a description of these requirements. To see if your site discharges to a
TMDL or 303(d)-listed waterbody, use Ecology’s Water Quality Atlas at:
https://fortress.wa.gov/ecy/waterqualityatlas/StartPage.aspx.
The applicant may apply online or obtain an application from Ecology's website at:
http://www.ecy.wa.gov/programs/wq/stormwater/construction/ - Application. Construction
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site operators must apply for a permit at least 60 days prior to discharging stormwater from
construction activities and must submit it on or before the date of the first public notice.
Ecology’s comments are based upon information provided by the lead agency. As such, they
may not constitute an exhaustive list of the various authorizations that must be obtained or legal
requirements that must be fulfilled in order to carry out the proposed action.
If you have any questions or would like to respond to these comments, please contact the
appropriate reviewing staff listed above.
Department of Ecology
Southwest Regional Office
(RLS:202202100)
cc: Derek Rockett, SWM
Tim Mullin, TCP
Evan Wood, WQ
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To:
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Michelle Madison
Community and Economic Development
Comment on SUB & PRD permits -SEPA Reserve at Valley Creek subdivision (Applicant is Sage)
Tuesday, May 10, 2022 8:49:04 PM

Dear City of Port Angeles planning & permitting staff,
This is my official comment on the development "Reserve at Valley Creek subdivision.
First I have no objection to these houses ,duplexes and fourplexes as that area has been a spot
where drug deals and other illegal activities have taken place in broad daylight for years so I'm
happy that will end as the homes are built. I am concerned as a resident who has owned a
home at 406 East Ahlvers Rd. since 2005 about the increase of traffic due to this development
from Laurel Street down to Park and from Laurel Street going West to East along Ahlvers Rd.
as cars head down to Peabody St.
1. The streets mentioned do not have any sidewalks at all. It is pretty narrow and when my
husband & I go for a walk we have to walk single file at times to avoid being hit by cars going
by. Many students walk to the high school from the area right now and there will be more
danger with more cars..I went to the original council meeting when this development was in
the planning stages years ago and residents were assured that a sidewalk was going to be built
from the top of Laurel St. down to Park St. so kids could safely walk to the high school.
However no sidewalk was built after initial dirt work was done on development and the
development sat vacant for years ...
2. Another area of concern is that there is a Yield sign and not a Stop sign as a driver
approaches the top of Peabody & Ahlvers Rd. Our driveway is almost directly across from this
intersection so every day we see drivers blow through that Yield sign making a right turn onto
Ahlvers Rd. without slowing down at all. It will become more dangerous with more cars up in
this area and no sidewalk at all there as there are some ditches along the roads mentioned (in
some spots) so it's not like you can get out of the way quickly.
3. Even with each new house ,duplex and fourplex having just one vehicle this adds much
more traffic where the only access is to use Laurel or Peabody Streets to go up or down the
hills.A lot of households have more than one car so this only compounds the safety problem. It
is a residential area and lots of people walk, families ride bikes , kids walk to the high school
and we just want safety to be a priority.
I am asking for a reply as to how the city will address this safety issue of increased traffic,no
sidewalks and specific plans you have to keep citizens safe in light of this development getting
approved.
Respectfully,
Michelle Madison
360-461-6014
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4124 Old

Mill

Roadn PortAngeles, WA

M.ay 13,2022
To:

Dept. of community and Economic Development, city of port Angeles, wA

From:

Bruce Moorhead, Retired witdlife Biologist, olympic National park

Subj:

SEPA Checklist Review Comments Regarding Reserve at Valley Creek Phases II and
Application

III

Attached are my comments on the SEPA Checklist Review prepared by the applicant for the
Reserve at Valley Creek Phases II and III Project. I include comments here only on sections A.
Background and B. Environmental Elements on the SEPA Checktist. Because I believe I'm more
qualified to comment more usefully on that section. I've lived here for over 50 years now and while
working conducted extensive field research for about 28 years across most of the interior of
Olympic National Park and its surroundings, while surveying wildlife ecosystem features and
processes. And learning about it all both on foot and aerially.

Overall I do think it's important in P.A. now and ahead to develop improved community housing
like this. However, from my firsthand experience I'm reasonably certain it,s also important to
adequately consider potentially important related environmental issues. Especially, as in this casen
when sizable human infrastructures are located closely to vulnerable and potentially dangerous
watershed featureso such steep and unstable gorges, floodingo etc. And most importantly of all
perhaps-our living counterparts-fish and wildlife and their essential habitat.

if I can be of any useful help to you in this planning effort, let me know. I'm older now but still
pretty lively and enjoying learning as much and often as I can.
So,

Sincerelyo

Y*u heorL^J
Bruce Moorhead
360-640- 1021 ; bruceb@,olypen.com
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Reserve at Valley Creek Phases II & III Application
SEPA Checklist Review Comments
By Bruce Moorhead
Retired Wildlife Biologisto Otympic National park
N|.ay 13,2022

A.

BACKGROUNI)

Major scientific research on the presence and activity of radio-collared mountain
lions across Clallam County has been going on for five years now by our local
s'Klallam Elwha Tribe and the foremost global wild cat research
and conservation organization Panthera.org. And actively gathering information
about their presence and activity as well as that of numerous other wildlife species
8.

via nearly 100 annually installed camera-stations, including along Valley Creek.
Valley Creek is one of several streams uniquely flowing intactly through Port
Angeles from the Olympic Mountains to the Strait of Juan de Luca. Thereos no
mention in this applicationo howevero of the important adjoining fish and wildlife
riparian (stream-side) habitat in Valley Creek, which so closely adjoins the entire
west side of this densely sizable (400-500 peopte) housing proposal. It borders a
variety of vulnerabte fish and wildlife species that have never before been exposed to
such close permanent human densit¡ infrastructure, and activity here. \ilhich will
likely unavoidably impact both this habitat and these species unless this proposal is
appropriately and strongly considered well before approval.
So, creation of such a sizable housing endeavor and its associated activity this
vulnerably close to Valley Creek's wildlife habitat will never be responsibly
warranted to serve the serious human housing needs in Port Angeles, without
being carefully planned, carried out and maintained with suitably sufficient and
permanently effective protection measures for its also important closely adjoining
stream habÍtat and species.

mention of the proposalos likelihood to affect closely adjoining fish and
wildlife habitat over the long term. (Suggesting rather obviously no responsible
effort to consider, plan and minimize the application's sizeo infrastructure, and
consequences for other than densely urban human purposes.)
11. No

Mention only of human access and transportation. No mention of vulnerable
closely adjoining native stream and wildlife habitat processes.
12.

B. ENVIRONMENTAL ELEMENTS

l. Earth
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a. No info or mention of steep, densely forested and very closely adjoining
stream and wildlife habitat.
b.-h. Ditto.
2.

Air
a.-c. No info.

3.

Water
a. Surface:
l. No info.
2. ttYestt

Bruce Moorhead
4124 Old Mill Road
Port Angeles, WA 98362
brucebØolypen.com
iPh 360-640-1021, ph and text
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Michele Scouten
Community and Economic Development
Public Comment for Reserve at Valley Creek Expansion?
Friday, May 13, 2022 10:36:44 AM

Good morning I live near the Reserve at Valley Creek off of Ahlvers Road in Port Angeles and recently saw a
public notice posted at the site where new homes are quickly going up. I was hoping to attend
a public meeting to share my comments. However, based on the notice and what I see online,
the notice states, "A necessary virtual public hearing for a Preliminary Subdivision (SUB) and
Planned Residential Development Overlay Zone (PRD) Permit Application Nos. PZ 22-22 and
22-23 conducted by the City’s Hearing Examiner has not yet been scheduled."
I see that the deadline to submit public comments is tomorrow, May 14th, yet the public has
not been given a forum to express their concerns or ask questions. Will the public comment
period be extended? If so, when will the public hearing be held?
My main concern or question is related to affordable housing. Will a perentage of this new
development include affordable housing?
I'm an English instructor at Peninsula College, and many of my students share their struggles
with finding housing, being homeless, and trying to make ends meet. In fact, many write about
this topic for their research essays. We have a clear need in this community for more
affordable housing, especially right now. As a result, I'm hoping that is part of the plan for
Valley Creek, but it's not clear in the information I've reviewed.
Please let me know if and when a public comment period will be held.
Thank you,
Michele Scouten
Port Angeles
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May 13, 2022
To: City of Port Angeles
Department of Community and Economic Development
321 E. 5th Street
Port Angeles, WA 98362
Re: Reserve at Valley Creek - Phases II and III
Comments on the SEPA checklist
From: Roger M. Oakes
4120 Old Mill Road
Port Angeles, WA 98362
360-457-4661
I want to start by saying that I am not opposed to this large development. I
know there is a tremendous need for housing in our area. At the same
time, I think it prudent for the developer and the City to seriously address
the issues of environmental concerns, public services and public safety.
Frankly, many of the SEPA answers offered are not responsive nor with
adequate methodological explanation.
The plan is to develop 29.9 acres of the 34.5 acre parcel and will include
recreational areas. In 2006, the wetland mitigation required a reduction
from the originally planned 147 units to 139 units (per the PDN). Now the
developer says they plan 147 units, although it appears to me they are
planning 183 units (see below).
COMMENTS ON SPECIFIC SEPA QUESTIONS
B. Environmental Elements
B.1.d Are there surface indications or history of unstable soils in the
immediate vicinity?
ANSWER: None.
COMMENT: The Valley Creek ravine is designated as a geologic
hazard. (See answer below).
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B.1.g About what percentage of the site will be covered with
impervious surfaces (E.g., asphalt or buildings)?
ANSWER: about 22 - 30%
COMMENT: Really? Is there any requirement to document
how this is calculated? Does this qualify as a reasonable
answer?
B.2.c Proposed measures to reduce, control emissions.
ANSWER: Wood burning stoves will not be allowed.
COMMENT: How will this be enforced? Will there be a
restrictive covenant?
B.3.a.1 Is there any surface water body on or in the immediate
vicinity?
ANSWER: Yes. Valley Creek.
COMMENT: I believed WA State Department ofFish and Wildlife
has also identified a small tributary of Mill Creek on this
property. Has this State agency been consulted?
B.3.a.2 Will the project require any work over, in or adjacent
(within 200’) of the described water?
ANSWER: No.
COMMENT: Aren’t both Valley Creek and the Mill Creek
tributary within that area?
B.3.c.1 Stormwater run-off.
ANSWER: There will be a storm water system with controlled
discharge to Valley Creek.
COMMENT: Doesn’t storm water have to dealt with on the
property itself? My business had to control it on our
own parking area and not drained to Peabody Street.
What impact will this have for Valley Creek fish
habitat, especially if and when lower Valley Creek
is opened to fish passage? (The first natural fish
passage blockage is upstream from this project).
B.4.e List all noxious weeds and invasive species known to
be on or near the site.
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ANSWER: None known.
COMMENT: Highly unlikely, since neighboring areas have Scotch
broom, Herb Robert, thistle, ivy and others. Who verifies
this answer? Should the County noxious weed group be
consulted?
B.5.a List any birds and other animals which have been observed
on or near the site or known to be on or near the site.
ANSWER: Birds: hawk, eagle, songbirds
Mammals: deer, bear
Fish: none listed.
COMMENT: This answer grossly understates the importance of
the Valley Creek drainage as an animal corridor and habitat.
A nearby property in conservation easement has identified 80
bird species. The Lower Elwha Klallam Tribe has a game
camera in the area, documenting cougar, bear, bobcat, coyote
and raccoons, as well as a significant deer population.
B.5.c Is the site a migration route?
ANSWER: No.
COMMENT: Valley Creek is definitely an animal corridor. How
is a ‘migration route’ defined?
B.5.d Proposed measures to preserve of enhance wildlife, if any.
ANSWER: Habitat enhancement area is included as part of the
PRD open space.
COMMENT: What is a ‘habitat enhancement area,’ and what
will actually be done in this regard?
B.6.a What kinds of energy?
ANSWER: Electric. No wood stoves will be allowed.
COMMENT: Again, enforcement? Restrictive covenants?
B.8.a What is the current use of the site and adjacent properties?
ANSWER: A church to the east and mix of developed and
undeveloped residential.
COMMENT: A very large, popular church next to the site
brings lots of cars to their lot, which will be impacted by traffic
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from the site. Also, the church owns a fairly large, adjacent
wooded area which will be impacted in many ways.
B.8.f What is the current comprehensive plan designation of the
site?
ANSWER: Low density residential.
COMMENT: The plan is for 183 units (52 duplexes, 12 fourplexes, 31 single occupancy residential lots).
Is this ‘low density’?
B.h

Has any part of the site been classified as a critical area
by the city or county?
ANSWER: Yes. Delineated wetlands in Phase I. The Valley
Creek ravine is designated as a geologic hazard.
COMMENT: What is the implication for this ‘geologic hazard’?

B.i

Approximately how many people would reside on work in the
completed project?
ANSWER: about 300-400 people.
COMMENT: Again, the plan is for 52 duplexes, 12 4-plexes,
and 31 single occupancy residents (183 total). Using a
conservative 2.5 people/unit that is over 450 people.
Please confirm an accurate estimate.

B.9.a Approximately how many units would be provided?
ANSWER: 147 units, lower and middle income.
COMMENT: By my calculation, it would be 183 units.
Lower income? Really? Could we see documentation?
B.13.c Describe the methods uses to assess the potential impacts
to cultural and historic resources (e.g., consultation with
tribes).
ANSWER: No available data suggests the project is within
a cultural area.
COMMENT: Valley Creek forms a game corridor with historic
importance to tribal subsistence (game, fishery) and the
Lower Elwha Klallam Tribe continues to do research along
this Valley. Shouldn’t they be consulted?
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B.14.d Will the proposal require any new or improvements to existing
roads, streets, pedestrian, bicycle or state transport facilities,
not including driveways?
ANSWER: Yes / No
Approximately 3100’ of new road will be required as a portion
of Phases 2 and 3, constructed to current city local access
standards.
COMMENT: The answer does not address the question of
existing roads. It is a very incomplete answer. Laurel Street
to Park Ave. has no sidewalks or bicycle lane, and sidewalks
are incomplete on Ahlvers St.
In 2006, when the City Council gave preliminary approval
to this area, the City said there would be 3 street
improvements (per PDN):
1. Install a traffic signal or round-about at Laurel St. and
Lauridsen Blvd. (Developer to pay 21% of the cost).
2. Curb, sidewalks, gutte and drainage improvements
on the east half of Laurel Street from Ahlvers Rd.
to Viewcrest Ave. (Developer to pay half of this cost).
3. Sidewalks and drainage improvements on Laurel
Street from Viewcrest Ave. to Park Ave. (developer to
pay half of the cost).
What is the current mitigation plan for these traffic issues?
B.14.f How many vehicular trips per day would be generated?
What data or transportation models were used to make
these estimates?
ANSWER: A traffic study will be done by others. Estimate
about 1,000 trips/day.
COMMENT: For the first time, the respondent is asked for
methodology! Who are the “others”? What is the answer
to methodology? Are answers like this acceptable to
anyone?
B.14.h Proposed measures to reduce or control transportation
impacts, if any:
ANSWER: Improvement to Lauren (sic) and Ahlvers may
be required, pending traffic study.
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COMMENT: This is a non-answer. “May be required” should
be “will be required.”
B.15.a Need for increase public services?
ANSWER: No.
COMMENT: It seems the answer might be a proportionate
increase in public services, including school enrollment.
B.16.b Describe the utilities.
ANSWER: Sanitary sewer, water, power - City of PA
TV/Internet - Astound Broadband.
COMMENT: Again, a non-answer. Implications to the
City for costs, etc.? Does the sewer have adequate
capacity?
Thanks for the opportunity to offer my input.
Roger M. Oakes
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Chris Jackson <chris@northpointeconstructionllc.com>
Monday, September 19, 2022 7:40 AM
Community and Economic Development
Dennis Yakovich; Johnson Properties
Public comment for permit applications PZ 22-22 and 22-23

City of Port Angeles
Department of Community & Economic Development
321 E 5th St
Port Angeles, WA 98362
Re: SUB and PRD Permit Applications (PZ. 22-22 and 22-23)
We would like to affirm that the city roads and utilities proposed on Page St. will extend to the South
property line adjacent to parcel 063016430000 to allow future service tie-in for development of
single family homes.
Thank you,
Chris Jackson
on behalf of Johnson Properties, LLC.
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